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Abstract— One of the first steps in face recognition, af-
ter image acquisition, is registration. A simple but effective
technique of registration is to align facial features, such as
eyes, nose and mouth, as well as possible to a standard face.
This requires an accurate automatic estimate of the locations
of those features. This contribution proposes a method for
estimating the locations of facial features based on likelihood
ratio-based detection. A postprocessing step that evaluates
the topology of the facial features is added to reduce the
number of false detections. Although the individual detec-
tors only have a reasonable performance (equal error rates
range from 3.3% for the eyes to 1.0% for the nose), the posi-
tions of the facial features are estimated correctly in 95% of
the face images.

Keywords—Face recognition, facial feature detection, like-
lihood ratio, registration.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The task of biometric systems is to recognize persons
from measurements of body characteristics. Face recogni-
tion is one of the most user friendly types of biometrics,
since it can be applied transparently: without requiring
specific user actions. Although there are many commer-
cial face recognition systems available, and in spite of all
academic research on the topic, the performance of current
face recognition systems is still unsatisfactory.

A first step in face recognition, after image acquisi-
tion, is registration. Registration is the process in which
a face image is aligned with an image of a standard face
by means of a geometric transformation. Its purpose is to
avoid recognition errors due to differences is size and po-
sition, caused by differences in camera positions and head
poses.

A simple but effective technique of registration is to de-
termine the transformation by aligning facial features, such
as eyes, nose and mouth, as well as possible with the facial
features in the image of the standard face. This requires an
accurate automatic estimate of the locations of those fea-
tures. This contribution proposes a method for estimating
the locations of facial features based on likelihood ratio-
based [1], [2] detection. The facial features (both positions
and gray-scale appearance) can also be used as a starting

point for face recognition.
The likelihood ratio-based facial feature detection al-

gorithm is an alternative to the commonly used template
matching. Under the assumption of Gaussian distributions,
likelihood ratio detectors for both eyes, the nose and the
mouth, are derived from a large set of unregistered faces
taken from the FERET database [3]. The manually la-
belled facial feature positions that are provided with the
database are used to determine a probability-density func-
tion of the relative positions of these facial features.

The locations of these facial features are determined as
follows. First, for each facial feature, the likelihood ratio
is computed at every pixel of the image. The locations
with a likelihood ratio above a predetermined threshold are
marked as candidate locations for the particular feature.
This results in a set of candidate locations for each feature.
The threshold is chosen such that the true location is very
likely to be in the set.

Second, postprocessing is applied to reduce the number
of false detections. For this purpose, the likelihood of the
topology (relative positions) of all facial feature combina-
tions is computed, and the combination with the highest
likelihood is selected.

Although the individual detectors only have a reason-
able performance (equal error rates range from 3.3% for
the eyes to 1.0% for the nose), the positions of the facial
features are estimated correctly in 95% of the images after
postprocessing.

This paper is organized as follows. The proposed fa-
cial feature detection algorithm consists of two steps. Sec-
tion II discusses the actual feature detection, while the
postprocessing is explained in Section III. Experimental
results from applying the proposed detection algorithm to
a part of the FERET database are given in Section IV. Fi-
nally, Section V concludes the paper and gives some rec-
ommendations.

II. FEATURE DETECTION

The common way to detect an object in an image is
called template matching [4]. This method computes the
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Fig. 1. Examples of a few face images as found in the FERET database.

position of the maximum similarity of the object (which is
also called the template) to the image by shifting it pixel
wise over the image, and computing the Euclidean distance
at each position. The object is detected at a certain position
if the similarity measure exceeds some predefined thresh-
old.

If the image is normalized in energy, template matching
can be implemented by a 2-dimensional cross correlation.
In that case the template is applied as a 2-dimensional fil-
ter to the image. This approach can be regarded as the
matched filter. It can be implemented even more efficient
in the frequency domain, using fast Fourier transforms
(FFTs).

The matched filter provides the optimal solution if two
conditions are fulfilled. First, the object to be detected
should be invariant, which means that the template is ex-
actly equal to the object as it appears in the image. Second,
the object should be embedded in additive white Gaus-
sian noise. Although these conditions are not met most of
the times, template matching is in many applications the
method of choice. This is motivated by its computational
efficiency.

The likelihood ratio-based feature detection that is pre-
sented in this paper differs from standard template match-
ing by modelling the variations of the template and the
background, instead of following the strict assumptions of
template matching.

Our facial feature detection algorithm consists of two
stages. First, the detector is trained using examples from
facial feature templates and non facial feature templates.
In the second stage, these variations are used to detect the
facial features in new face images more reliably.

Feature detection is performed by means of a likelihood
ratio, which results in optimal detection [1]. The likeli-

hood ratioL(x) of a template being a facial feature is given
by:

L(x) = p(x|w)
p(x|w) (1)

where classw represents the specific facial feature that has
to be detected,x is a feature vector that represents the tem-
plate to be classified,p(x|w) is the probability density of
x, givenx is a member of classw, andp(x|w) is the prob-
ability density ofx, givenx is not a member of classw.

Instead of testing against the non facial feature distribu-
tion, we can also test against the distribution of all tem-
plates, which gives a slightly different likelihood ratio to:

L(x) = p(x|w)
p(x)

(2)

wherep(x) is the prior distribution of all templates. In this
framework, a test feature vectorx is accepted as a facial
feature template if its likelihood ratio exceeds a threshold
t ∈ [0,∞〉.

In this work, each template, consisting ofd pixels, is
directly used as ad-dimensional feature vector, or a point
in a d-dimensional space. The variation of the appearance
of a templatex around its meanµ is modelled by a multi-
dimensional Gaussian probability density function:

p(x) = 1

(2π)d/2 · |6|1/2 ·exp

(
−1

2
(x− µ)T6−1(x− µ)

)

(3)
where6 is the covariance matrix that represents the varia-
tions.

There are several motivations to choose a Gaussian
probability density function. First, the pixels are measure-
ments from some random physical process, and are there-
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Fig. 2. Examples of a few right eye templates as found in the
FERET database.

fore likely to be Gaussian distributed. This is even more
likely after a linear dimension reduction that is introduced
later on. Second, it is common practice to choose a Gaus-
sian probability density function if the true distribution is
not known and the number of examples is limited. The
third reason for using Gaussian probability density func-
tions is that it results in relatively simple processing in the
detection phase.

Since the goal is to distinguish templates that contain
facial features from all other templates, we construct two
data sets. The first data set contains templates that are cen-
tered with respect to the hand-labelled facial feature coor-
dinates. A few examples of the extracted right eye tem-
plates are shown in Figure 2. The second data set contains
templates that are chosen at random positions from the face
images. Once the data sets have been constructed, direct
estimation of the mean and the covariance matrices is a
straightforward task.

For each of the templates, we use the following nota-
tions. The class centerµW is the mean of all examples
of the facial feature. The within-class covariance matrix
6W represents the differences between multiple templates
of the facial feature. This includes variations due to scal-
ing, rotation, lighting conditions, and between-person vari-
ations. The meanµT is the mean of all randomly chosen
templates. The total covariance matrix6T represents the
variations over all randomly chosen templates.

Given these parameters of the Gaussian distribution, the
likelihood ratio that was defined in Expression 2 is given
by:

L(x) = |6T|1/2
|6W|1/2

·

exp

(
−1

2
(x− µW)

T6−1
W (x− µW)

+ 1

2
(x− µT)

T6−1
T (x− µT)

)
(4)

By incorporating the values of the constants into the
threshold, and using the log-likelihood ratio3(x), the sim-
ilarity measureS(x) to be tested is given by:

S(x) = − (x− µW)
T6−1

W (x− µW)

+ (x− µT)
T6−1

T (x− µT) (5)

Expression 5 cannot be evaluated directly because of the
inversion of the covariance matrices. If the number of ex-
amples is smaller than the dimension of the feature vector,
the covariance matrix is singular and its inverse does not
exist. This is referred to as the small sample size prob-
lem [5]. On the other hand, if the number of examples is
not much larger than the dimension of the feature vector,
the inverse of the covariance matrix will be very inaccu-
rate, and the estimate from the training set will not be rep-
resentative for the test set.

To deal with this problem, we reduce the dimension of
the feature vector in two steps. First, the dimension is re-
duced by means of a principal component analysis (PCA)
on6T. The effect of this transform is that the templates
can be reconstructed with minimum squared error, given
the reduced dimension [6]. The dimension reduction has
the side effect of noise reduction, since the most impor-
tant variations are maintained, while the other variations
are discarded. Next, the dimension is further reduced by
Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [7], [8]. The
result is that only those projections where the difference
between both classes is largest are maintained, which fur-
ther improves the recognition robustness.

The final step is a simultaneous diagonalization of the
covariance matrices, which makes6W identity and6T di-
agonal [5]. The sequence of transformations described
above can be replaced with one matrix multiplication by
V. Let νW = VµW andνT = VµT denote the transformed
means, and lety = Vx denote the transformed input fea-
ture vectors, then (5) reduces to:

S(y) = − (y− νW)
T (y− νW)

+ (y− νT)
T3−1

T (y− νT) (6)

Because3T is a diagonal matrix of much smaller di-
mensions than the original covariances matrices, the num-
ber of computations has decreased considerably. While
the direct application of Expression 5 would take 2d2+2d
multiplications, testing of the diagonalized reduced feature
vector takes onlydr + 3r multiplications, wherer is the
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Fig. 3. The mean right eye template and its main variations. The
change in horizontal direction gives the third important varia-
tion, while the change in vertical direction represents the second
important variation.

reduced dimension. This is a reduction of a factor 2d/r of
the number of multiplications. A more elaborate descrip-
tion of likelihood ratios and dimension reduction can be
found in [9].

Figure 3 shows the main variations of the right eye tem-
plates as found in the FERET database. This visualizes
the interpretation of likelihood ratio-based feature detec-
tion as deformable template matching [10]. In this figure,
the most important variation is not shown, since it only
affects the overall brightness of the template.

It is worth mentioning that selection of the optimum
template size is less critical for likelihood ratio-based de-
tection than it is in case of standard template match-
ing. A template that is too large includes additional non-
informative information, which decreases the detection
performance due to the curse of dimensionality in case
of standard template matching. On the other hand, likeli-
hood ratio-based detection will recognize the information
as non-informative, and therefore exclude it for detection
purposes.

III. POSTPROCESSING

In order to reduce the number of false detections, a post-
processing step is added. This step does not consider the
individual detections, but evaluates the topology, or rela-
tive positions, of the detected facial features. For this pur-
pose, each combination of features is processed individu-
ally. In case of 5 candidates for all four features, this gives

54 = 625 topologies to be evaluated.
The most simple evaluation of a given topology is to ap-

ply some hard constraints. For instance, the mouth should
be located below the nose, and the left eye should be lo-
cated to the right of the right eye, etc. However, this pro-
cedure does not reduce the number of valid candidates suf-
ficiently, although it can be used as a first selection cri-
terium.

A more sophisticated method makes use of a so called
statistical shape model [11]. In this model, a shape is de-
scribed by the topology of a set of landmark points. The
x- and y-coordinates are taken as features and the mean
and covariance matrix are estimated from a training set,
after which whitening and dimension reduction is applied
to isolate the main modes of variation. To constrain the
variations maximally, all shapes are registered to the mean
shape by means of a least-squares similarity transforma-
tion [12] that consists of translation, rotation and scaling.
A new shape is registered to the mean shape, after which
the likelihood of the shape can be calculated.

In this work, the statistical shape model approach has
been applied as postprocessing. As landmarks, we take
the facial feature locations. The model has been trained on
the hand-labelled facial featurex- andy-coordinates.

Although the dimension of the feature vector is small
compared to the number of examples, the least-squares
similarity registration makes it necessary to apply dimen-
sion reduction. Applying the optimal translation (inx and
y) and the optimal rotation reduces the number of degrees
of freedom of the feature vector by three, while the scal-
ing projects the remaining variation on a part of a hyper-
sphere. More details can be found in Appendix A. To ac-
count for these effects, PCA has been used to reduce the
dimension of the feature vector from 8 to 4.

Once the statistical shape model has been trained, the
likelihood of each candidate topology can be evaluated. In
the current implementation, the most likely candidate is
selected as final decision.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We have trained and tested the facial feature detection
algorithm on the FERET database [3]. From this database,
we used a subset of 1603 frontal face images. The size of
these images is 384 by 256 pixels, and the pixels contain
8-bit gray scale values. As illustrated in Figure 1, the faces
show large variations in pose and lighting conditions.

For the extraction of training and test templates of the
facial features, we used the ground truth information that
is included with the database. This information contains
the manually labelled coordinates of the eyes, nose and
mouth. The same information has been used to evaluate
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TABLE I
TEMPLATE PARAMETERS AND DETECTION PERFORMANCE

template size dimension EER
left eye 50× 50 12 3.3%
right eye 50× 50 12 2.3%
nose 50× 50 18 1.0%
mouth 60× 40 35 1.3%

the performance of our facial feature detection algorithm.
In the FERET ground truth information, all facial fea-

tures are labelled on their spatial center. Although this is
fine for the positions of the eyes and the mouth, it gives
some troubles for the the nose. The variation of the nose
template is smaller if the noses are registered at the tip of
the nose instead of at the (fairly arbitrary) middle of the
nose. Therefore, we have adjusted the nose coordinates to
the tip of the nose.

A. Feature Detection

Although there are many more optimizations possible,
we will present some preliminary results in this section.
The detection performance of the individual facial features
can be evaluated in a simple classification context. In that
case, new examples of facial features and of non facial fea-
tures are presented to the likelihood ratio-based classifier,
and the performance is measured in terms of error rates.
Table I summarizes the optimum template parameters, and
the resulting equal error rates (EER).

When applying the likelihood ratio-based facial feature
detector to an image, and selecting the largest likelihood
ratio value, the correct facial features are found in 45% of
the cases. When considering 5 candidates for each fea-
ture, the correct features are included in the candidate set
in 80% of the cases. The performance increases to 95% if
10 candidates are considered.

The eyes are the most difficult facial features to detect
correctly. Missed detections are most of the times caused
by reflections into the subjects glasses. Glasses cause no
troubles if the eyes can be seen through them.

Figure 4 shows examples of two faces and the corre-
sponding likelihood ratios and facial feature detections for
the right eye. The upper row shows a typical good result,
where the true right eye position shows the largest simi-
larity. The lower row shows a situation where the detector
fails: higher similarity values for the right eye are found in
the moustache and in the hair.

B. Postprocessing

The postprocessing performs as expected. If 10 candi-
dates per feature are used, the likelihood of the topology is

Fig. 4. Examples of two faces and the corresponding likelihood
ratios and facial feature detections for the right eye. The upper
row shows a typical good result, where the true right eye position
shows the largest similarity. The lower row shows a situation
where the detector fails: higher similarity values for the right
eye are found in the moustache and in the hair.

evaluated, and additional constraints on rotation and scal-
ing are applied, the postprocessing correctly selects the
correct configuration of candidates. This means that our
algorithm is able to detect the facial features in 95% of all
tested face images.

C. Processing time

Virtually all processing time is spent in the actual fea-
ture detection step, since this involves large matrix multi-
plications. The processing time is linearly dependent on
the size of the image, the size of the template, the decima-
tion factor of image and template, the step size of shifting
the template over the image, and the reduced dimension,
with a unit time of 2.75 · 10−9 s. In the setting that we
used (image size is 256 by 384 pixels, template size is 50
by 50 pixels, no decimation, reduction to 12 dimensions,
and a step size of 4 pixels), the processing time is equal to
430 ms per template on a 2.8 GHz Pentium-IV. This can be
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reduced by a factor 4 or 16 by applying a decimation with
a factor 2 or 4 to the image and the template, resulting in
processing times below 30 ms per feature.

V. CONCLUSIONS ANDRECOMMENDATIONS

In this paper we have presented a new method for facial
feature detection. It uses likelihood ratios to include esti-
mates of statistical variations of the template and the back-
ground into the detector. This type of deformable template
matching is applicable in other areas than facial feature
detection as well. Although the individual detectors only
have a reasonable performance (equal error rates range be-
tween 3.3% for the eyes and 1.0% for the nose), the posi-
tions of the facial features are estimated correctly in 95%
of the images after postprocessing.

Selection of the optimal template size is far less criti-
cal than it is with standard template matching. However,
in likelihood ratio-based template matching, estimation of
the covariance matrix is critical, due to small or limited
sample size effects. A simple way of dealing with these
effects is to use one training set to estimate the dimension
reduction transformation, and another set to optimize the
reduced dimension.

Although the processing time is not excessive in the cur-
rent implementation (100 ms per feature on a 2.8 GHz
P-IV), some speed optimizations are possible. One opti-
mization is to use a multi-resolution approach, which first
analyzes the image on a coarse level (using decimation and
relatively large step sizes), and then on a fine level at the
most interesting locations. This will reduce the processing
time per feature to less than 30 ms.

Another optimization is found in the the way of trans-
forming input templates to a reduced dimension. Instead
of transforming an input feature vector by means of a ma-
trix multiplication, this step can be implemented by a num-
ber of filters that are applied to the image (one for each
of the elements in the reduced space). This can be imple-
mented very efficiently in the frequency domain, using fast
Fourier transforms, which reduces the number of compu-
tations following the same principles that are used in stan-
dard template matching.

In a future version of the facial feature extraction algo-
rithm, selection of the most likely set of facial features will
be improved further by combining information from both
the likelihood of the topology and the likelihood of the in-
dividual feature. Furthermore, the topology and candidates
can be optimized iteratively. Once the face image has been
registered to a standard face, the facial features will show
less variation, which makes more reliable candidate selec-
tion possible. Finally, it is useful to evaluate not only local
optima as facial feature location candidates, but also opti-

mize in their neighborhoods. A facial feature position that
is not a local optimum might give a better topological fit,
and therefore a better overall likelihood. Note the simi-
larities to the active appearance models that are described
in [13].
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APPENDIX A. ON REGISTRATION

The purpose of registration in the context of face recog-
nition is first to determine a similarity transform (a combi-
nation of translation, rotation and scaling) that maps an in-
put image onto a reference image, and second to apply this
transform. The transform discussed here is chosen such
that it maps a set of two-dimensional spatial coordinates of
facial features (eyes, nose and mouth) in the input image
onto the corresponding coordinates in the reference image.
The transform is chosen such that the mean-squared er-
ror of the transform applied to the coordinates is minimal.
First, we will derive an expression for the optimal similar-
ity transform, given the coordinates of the facial features in
the input and the reference image. Second, we will show
that the transformed coordinates show non-linear depen-
dencies.

A. The similarity transform

We will use complex variables to denote two-
dimensional spatial coordinates. E.g. the coordinates
(x, y) are denoted as a single complex variablez= x+ iy.
Let xi andr i , i = 1, . . . ,M , denote the input and reference
coordinates of the facial features in the complex domain.
If eyes, nose and mouth are used,M = 4. The translation
in the similarity transform is denoted byt , scaling and ro-
tation by a multiplication withs. The optimalt ands are
now found as

t̂, ŝ= arg min
t,s

∑

i

(sxi + t − r i )
2. (7)

The minimum can be found by equating the derivatives
w.r.t. t ands to zero. This results in:

∑

i

xi s+ t − r i = 0 (8)

∑

i

xH
i (xi s+ t − r i ) = 0, (9)
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with the superscriptH denoting the complex conjugate
transpose, or just the complex conjugate in case of a scalar.
From (8) it follows that

t̂ = 1

M

(∑

i

r i −
∑

i

xi ŝ

)
. (10)

Without loss of generality, we choose ther i such that∑
i r i = 0 and prior to registration we perform a transla-

tion to the input coordinates such that
∑

i xi = 0. As a
result,t̂ = 0 and

ŝ= 1∑
j ‖x j ‖2

∑

i

xH
i r i . (11)

The input coordinates are then registered as coordinates
ui , i = 1, . . . ,M , given by

ui =
1∑

j ‖x j ‖2


∑

j

xH
j r j


 xi . (12)

B. Linear and non-linear dependencies

The subspaceU ∈ CM of pointsui that thexi shows
linear and non-linear dependencies. First, because of the
initial translation such that

∑
i xi = 0, we have that

∑

i

ui = 0. (13)

Second, for an arbitrary set of pointsxi , i = 1, . . . ,M ,
we can writexi = αr i+βzi , with

∑
i zH

i r i = 0,
∑

i |r i |2 =
1,
∑

i |zi |2 = 1 andα andβ complex scalars. Thesexi are
mapped onto

ui =
|α|2r i + αHβi zi

|α|2+ |β|2 . (14)

Because
∑

i zH
i r i = 0 and|α|2 is a real scalar, noxi ,

i = 1, . . . ,M , are mapped onto ir i , i = 1, . . . ,M . Or

{γ ir i } 6∈ U, (15)

for any realγ 6= 0. If we regardU as a subspace ofR2M ,
(13) and (15) imply thatU only has 2M − 3 linearly inde-
pendent dimensions.

In addition to the linear dependencies (13) and (15)
there is a non-linear dependency inU . By a straightfor-
ward calculation in follows for theui that

∑

i

‖ui −
1

2
r i ‖2 =

1

4

∑

i

‖r i ‖2. (16)

This means that all points inU have a distance
1
2

√∑
i ‖r i ‖2 to the point12r i , i = 1, . . . ,M .
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